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i\.l~stract 

Current arrangements for pricing wa.ter [or power generation are often deficient 
in providing signals in which i~O base investment decz:sions and in allocating 
water t.o its highest valued u.se. To address these shortcontings, a fra.rneworl?. is 
proposed which relies on a two-t£er pricing systern. Firstly, joint [1:xed costs a.re 
allocated in the form. of a. fixed access charge to the variou.s users, thereb>t 
recovering costs and providing an incentive in which to proceed with socially 
beneficial investment. Secondly1 entitlernents to water are to be traded at prices 
and conditions negotiated between the relevant parties to facilitate the efficient 
allocation of the water resource among competing uses. 

The author is with the Department of Agriculture, Energy and Minerals. 115 Victoria 
Parade, Fitzroy; VIC. The views stated here are solely those of the author. 

The author would like to acknowledge the helpful connnents made by Alan iYforan 
and Terry Green on a previous version otthjs paper. 
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1. Introduction 

As described in a Report to the Council of AustraLian Governments (COAG 
1B95) water IS one of the nation•s largest industries, with over $90 billion 
invested in infrastructure · earning some $5 billion in revenue per year. Tbe 
Report further notes the industry's significant impact on the natural resource 
base through the harvesting of water for irrigation purposes and the disposal 
of \vastewater. \Vith this in mindt water refonns are being developed at both 
the state and national level to promote efficient use of the resource and provide 
signals which facilit;ate cost-effective investment in the augrnentation and 
tnaintenance of the infrastructure. 

State and national reforms are also moving ahead in the electricity supply 
industry. A National Electricity wfa.rket is being established with the aim. of 
developing a compet1tive and innovative industry in which productive, 
ellocative and dynamic efficiencies can be maximised uia a system which 
encourages efficient operation, trading and investment by market participants. 

The conflux of reforms in water and electricity markets provides new 
opportunities in pricing water for power generation. Ongoing development of 
clearly defined transferable water rights will provide the mechanism in which 
the market can efficiently allocate scarce resources to their highest value use. 
Net social benefits stemming fr01n use of the resource will be further enhanced 
by ongoing reform of the electricity supply industry. In particular, market 
driven wholesale electricity prices will send a clear signal in which to 
efficiently allocate water for use as an input to power generation uis-a .. uis 
competing uses such as irrigation. 

Nevertheless, the challeng€• remains to develop a workable framework under 
which these outcomes can be obtained. TJnder current provisions, there is 
seldom a clear link between water charges and the cost of providing access to 
the infi:astructure. Furthe1·m.ore, wate.r charges for power generation seldon1 
reflect the opportunity cost of putting water through generation plant uis-a vis 
its impact on alternative uses for the water. 

The aim of work presented in this paper is to develop a fratuework for pricing 
water for power generation which provides a transparent and non• 
distortionary mechanism to recover costs and which facilitates the efficient 
allocation of the water resource. At this stage, the scope of this research is 
limited to a group of medium size hydro-electric facilities in .t.\.ustralia which 
operate under a broadly similar set of pricing arrangements. The framework 
developed here has not yet been applied to arrangements to be developed in 
the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Scheme, however, there may he aspects of 
this work which will be relevant there as well. 



2. Current Pricing Arrangements 

By and large, dams in Australia have been built out of public funds, with no 
direct mechanism put into place to recover full economic costs, or to provide for 
the allocation of the water resource to its highest valued use. Other than the 
Snowy ~~fountains Scheme, hydro-electric facilities such as those at 
Dartmouth, Eildon and I-:Iume dams have, for the most part, used water on a 
non-consun1ptive basis through access to water released for il;rigation, 
environmental and tlood control purposes. Typically, these hydro-electri.c 
facilities are charged on the basis of energy generated on cite in terms of a unit 
charge per rvLVVh energy generated. 1 In most cases~ the unit charge is related to 
a notional value of energy produced. The ratio11ale behind these pricing 
.'lrrangements is not clear, but it is ten1pting to attribute it to what Baumol, 
Panzar and \Villig (1988 p. 508) characterise as the regulatory ethos which 
strives to equate price to some measure of cost, even where it is completely 
inappropriate and without logical foundation. 

Broadly speaking, there are two general weaknesses with the current pricing 
arrangement. 

• A i\'1\Vh charge does not druw a clear link between charges to the generators 
and economic costs associated with their use of the dam. 

• At the margin, the economic (opportunity) cost of putting water through 
generation plant is related to it:-> impact on other competing uses, such as 
irrigation. A 1f.\Vh charge does not reflect the opportunity cost of putting 
water through a turbine and is thereby an inadequate means in which to 
allocate resource use. 

3. The Institutional Setting 

As noted above, a key aim of water reform both at the state and national level 
is to put into place a framework which will promote efficient use of water and 
provide signals which facilitate cost-effective investment in the augmentation 
and maintenance of the infrastructure. One important matter which must be 
addresse.d in meetiug this aim 1s to put h1to place an efficient system of water 
charges related to the cost of operating the water supply infrastructure. 

In the Report to the Council of Australian Governments referred to above, the 
Expert Group on Asset Valuation 1\tiethods and Cost-Recovery Definitions for 
the Australian Water Industry stated that: 

"an economic approach to charging is required if re$ources are to bt.• allocated 
efficiently and the correct signals are to be given in relation to investm,ent and 

1 A host of additional conditions and charges are applicable to many facilities hut are .not li, · y to 
be material to the general ar~ment presen~d. in this paper. 



consumption. lVithout these signals, there £s the possibility that insti.{{icient 
a.Uent£on will be paid to the resottrce costs, and as a consequence, less than best 
use made of the resources." ( p.12) 

The Expert Group recommended that: 

• ''tJw full cost of providing water services attributed to spec1:f'l~c iderHi{iable 
beneficiaries or irnpactors be recovered by way of charges on them.; 

• the cost.s of pnblZ:c benefits I in~ pact 1nanagement which are u-nable to be 
aUtibuted and charged. to spec1:ft:c beneficia.ries/£rnpa.ctors should be treated 
as community service obligaUons; and 

• lvhete costs are subsiclised by a jurisdiction or local government authority, 
any :·mch subsidy or any community service obligation be ntade explicit and 
'ransparent;, "(p. 17) 

\Vitn the ab(.we staten1ents in n1ind, the criteria for developing a framework for 
cost~allocation tind water pricing can be sumn1arised in the following manner 
(with the understanding that it, could be generalised to accon1modate 
externalities): 

• That water be used where its economic value is greatest; and 

• that investment in capital works; operation and maintenance he carried out 
in a cost-effective n1anner and be charged to the parties that bene.fit. 

4.. An Economic Fran1ework for Cost~Allocation and Water Pricing 

Optimal pricing arrangements call for price to equal the marginal cost of 
production. However, marginal cost pricing leads to deficit funding of capital 
costs, as well as those costs related to operations and maintenance which are 
not influenced by a marginal change in output. In thP case of a dam, this i~ 
particularly troublesome, because these fDced costs overwhelm those costs 
which may accrue at the margin.2 The problem which arises is that marginal 
cost pricing, without some further means of cost recovery~ provides little 
incentive to invest in capital works, operation or maintenance of the dam. 

In the case of large infrastructure projects. such as dams, public ownership has 
most often provided the basis for investment. In this case, cm~t recovery is not, 
strictly speaking, essential to economic efficiency. Services ste.mming from 'the 
use of the dam could be priced a.t .marginal cost with the deficit residing with 
the public authority. Nevertheless, economic efficiency (with respect to the 

2 In the case of a dam. costs related to operlitions and maintenance are largely unaff¢pted.:by 
marginal changes in outpttt, For the rest of this paper. operations ~n<i .n1aintenanp~ will be 
considered as a fixed cost following the ecortomic. irtterJ:lretation .of the matter, 
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investment decision) does require that full economic benefits of a project equal 
full economic costs, even if these costs are not actually recovered. To facilitate 
this balance in practice, mechanisms must be put into place which provide 
systetn managers with appropriate economic incentives and signals in Which to 
b;;1se investment decisions. Without such incentives, illvestment decisions may 
be misguided or subject to pohtical intervention. Thus, current water reform 
has generally called for the recovery of costs directly from those that benefit, 
with the intent that the economic cost of the system be matched by the 
economic benefits that accrue as a result of such investnlent.3 

.. t 1 Pricing to Recover Costs 

An ongoing challenge to econon1ists, regulators and policy makers has been to 
develop an economically efficient syste.m of cost recovery. Two pricing 
approaches which have been extensively examined in the literature and widely 
used in practice are cost based prices and multi-part tariffs (see, for exan1ple 
Brown and Sibley 1986). As will be explained latex in this paper, the 
recommended approach to pricing water for power generation is a hybrid of the 
t\VO. 

Cost-Based Pricing 
Fully Distributed Cost (FDC) pricing is a commonly used method .of pricing in 
which each user pays for all costs which are directly attributable to that 
particular use, and joint costs are then distributed on the basis of some 
common measure of utilisation such as relative output or revenue. In the case 
of a dam, the FDC of each use (i) is represented as: 

FDC:. =Attributable Cost of i + f. x Common Costt 

where !, is the proportion of Common Cost to be allocated to each use, which 
would include power generation, irrigation and perhaps environmental flows 
as well. 

J.4.. difficulty in implementing a cost-based pricing regime is that the allocation 
of joint costs must be done in a rather atbitracy fashion. That is, one. cannot 
generally say that one allocation is more efficient (in terms of its irap;.I.ct on the 
allocation of resources) than another. It is clear, however, that the allocation of 
joint costs will have a direct financial impact on relevant pa.rties, often giving 
rise to equity disputes. 

3 Defining relevant costs is no trivial matter. First, one needs to establish under what conditions 
existing assets should. be treated the same as system au~ll1entation, operations fipd lllai~tenance. 
Secondly. the terms of valuing S\lch assets need~ to he. defined. Qotp~on approad1es are based ::>n, 
historical costs, current replacement costs. and de}n:ival cnsts. See COAG (lg95).for an 
examination ofthese issues, 



Three approaches which have been UStid in sectors where joint fixod costs ate 
significant are examined by Broeutigam (1980). 

• The Rt?latiue Ont;pu,t. apptoach allocates joint costs to each use in proportion 
to ea.ah use's fr:tction of total output. In the case nt hand, the metric could be 
the volume of each user's wuter entitlement. 

• Tho Gross Revmuut approach allocates joint costs to each use in proportion to 
et:tch use,s share of gross l"l'~venue stemming fron1 the project. Ptesumably, 
tho revenue' stemming from .electricity sales would be relevant: to the 
generator. and the value of agr1cultural product;ion used for irrigators. 
Incorporating other uses such as environmental flows may be difficult. 

• The AttribntablfJ Costs approach al.loc:rtes joit1t costs in proportion to the 
costs that can be dtrcctly attributed to the various uses. 

The FDC met:hod does have some well docun1ented drHwbncks. In particular. it 
as been criticised on the grounds thHt 1t is well off the .mark in terms .of 
promot;ini' nllocative efficiency sinr0 it draws no comparison between 
incremental costs and benefits arising from the service.4 FDC p.:ricing, as 
described above, would lead to allocative in-efficiencies iJ applied to pricing 
water for power generation. A ftxed \UUi, charge for water would have Little or 
no relation to the opportunity cost vf putting water through the turbine. For 
exatnrl<~. when non-constlmptive use of water (water to be released for 
irrigation or environmental flows, for example) is fed through th(~ turbirte, any 
positive price to the generator could lead to a st.tuation where water might be 
unnecessarily 1t:>ft untapped for power gt:nen1tion .. Th~ reason he.ing that 
wholesale electricity prices vary consider"lbly. In times where whole$ale 
electricity prices are near zero (which can and doe.s occur in a wholesale 
market with considerable excess capacity) the hydro-electric generator might 
forgo power generation, as the charge would be greater than price received for 
the power. Conversely, the fixed unit charge cannot be used as the basis for 
allocating (or re·aJlocating through sale from those with prior water rights) 
consumptive water rights to the generator since they bear no relation to the 
opportunity cost of forgoing alternative uses of the water.5 

4 The FDC approach has al$o been criticised as a. .means in which to identify s'Qbsidy, but this is 
not crucial to the matter at hand. 

5 This presentation may imply a dichotomy between .consumptive a,nd Il()thcon$UtJiptive \tse of 
water. Clearly, various. conditions on the .release ofwa,terwould havc.ditferentlevels.otimpact$ 
on competin&" uses of Water, leading to a b:road spectruu:1 of opporttutity costa withbt what is 
commonly called consumptive and non-consu~nptive usc of water. The poipt$ m.ade in this paper 
are robust to this more accurate definition. 
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T.wo ... Pittt Tariffs 
~l'he cost ... bastjd tlpproach described ab<)VO is sometimes referred to o,s ~~ anifotrn 
tat·iff~ signifying· th~lt t~he prictl por tU1it is uniform acrt)Ss tl.ny gi.vo.n level of 
dcm~l.nd. An olt.otnativo is tho non .. rtni/orrn ta.tiff, where price p<~r nnit is 
conditional on a purchaser's level of demand. 'Phis added n~xihility C!,lll ptovide. 
a tru:w.ns in which to n?(!OV(~r costs u1 an oconomicn.lly officiant ma.nn<H'< An 
exomplo of a tlC>ll•unifonn tariff is the two-part tn.riff, which is composed (lt a 
fixed :.tcct~ss chnrgQ dN;igned to cover fixed costs, and a unit; ch:n:ge which 
tdtHllly would nltlect; nutrginal costs.n 

In an applicntiou to r:ulwny ftoighi rates, J?rO<}bnirn and 'l'race (1992) argt1c~ 
thnt the two .. part t:nnff hHuls t:o ofticient invostanont and ptoduc.t;ion decisions 
since the suppler roct)lvcs n roturn on funds invested ur1d receive incentives to 
expund capamty to the~ poult. whore 1llaJ•gimtl t'ctln·ns to invostm•~nt and costs 
ate equated. Situilarly, tJw ust~r fnccs pt~opor economic signals since tho fi'wd 
cost component. if destgned properly; wt.ll hnve no itnpact un tlmir h~vcl of 
operations~ nnd only the socond pntt of the tnriff · tho marginnl cost - affects 
prodttction plnns. 

The two-part tariff de~crtbed above has proven to be a workable 1ncans in 
wluch tl'l nddr(;:lss the often coufl.icttng aims of cost·recovory and allocntivc 
efficiency. Howtwcr. tt is not feasible to apply what could be characterised as a 
Hstandard" two·pnrt tariff to the case of pticing water for power getu~ration. 
This is bacause the .r<~lcvant marginal cost is largely the opportunity cost of the 
wut~~1·, \\thich cannot be defined by a scalar unit of measurement (for axn.mplo, 
1\>'fL of wntet) since the valtte of n given quantity of water typica1ly varies ove.r 
time nnd in relation to the certainty of avnilt1bility. H\1rthermote, water 
entitlements aro often dispersedi which mny constn1i11 any one au.thotity 
associated with the dam from charging for it in the snme way as other utilities 
or flrms might. 

4.2 A Two-Tie.r Pricing Systcn1 

Standard applications of cost~based and two-part tarif£q are ar.guabJ~r de.tic_ient 
or impractical when applied to pricing \Vatet for power generation. A hybrid of 
the two f.lpproaches is proposed which also incorporates the dev~.lqping market 
in tradeable wate.r rights. This two;;tier approach is as follows. 

First, costs are to be r¢coverod uia the cost•bt)sed method whereby ~ttributa.ble 
costs are paid for directly by the televant user, and joint costs are allocated. in 
the form of a non~distortionary ti,xed (lump sum) access charge, similar to tl1,e 
first J)art of a two .. patt tariff. 

(; The simt>le two· part tariff is idQally used wh~re marginal ~ost$ arc constant, ~fulti~pntttijtiffs 
C()Uld be dev~loped to approximate other cost structures. 

' ' -~< 
'·, ',,,,/·~~ 
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Determining tho basis for allocating joint costs on n fixed charge basis .is 
la.rgely n matter of equity and practicality. And to drive home an important 
point. tho fixed access charge has been proposed exac.tly for the reas<)n that by 
itself. 1t has little in1pact on the wat~r usage. This is not the case for the 
traditional FDC nnit charge approach which does affect resource allocationt 
albeit in a perverst~ manner. Nevertheless. there are several aspects of :hcl 
market which may favou1~ the Relative Output approach in which joint costs 
are allocated in proportion to the user's water entitlement: the information 
required is readily av~tih1ble, •t is consiste.nt with the "user-pays" principle 
underlyiilg water reform, and costing of water for environmental or 
recreational flows (where based on an entitlement) would be ttansparent and 
easy to administer as a Comlllunity Service Obligation (CSO). 

The second tier of thE' pr1c1ng approach would conu~ abo•.1t through trad(~$ in 
water rights - e1ther temporary or permanent - at prices to be negotiated 
between relevant parties. This means that both hydro-electric generators and 
irrigation agencies would be free to trade water at prices determined by 
market conditions, ensuring that water is allocated to its highest valued use. 

It is in1portant to understand that the cost-based component of the pricing 
syste.m recommended here (the first tier) only provides for a reasonably non .. 
distortionary allocation of cost:s, but does not L:n itself provide appropriate 
signals in which to allocate the use of water. It is essential, therefore, that 
trade (on-sale of water rights) be allowed at market based prices, irrespective 
of the cost-based pricing regime (access charge) so that water will move to its 
highest value use w1thout relying on a central agency to continually allocate 
resources. 

Generators would be able to enter into arrangements to purchase water 
entitlements for the consumptive (for example, seasonal) use of water for 
hydro-electric generation. The pricing arrangements would be purely market 
driven! and independent of the cost-recovery rnechanism described above. 

Generators and relevant holders of water entitlements would negotiate 
charges for the non-consumptive use of water, again, independent of the cost
recovery m.echanism. The charge should} however, be consistent with 
competitive principles, possibly similar to access arrangements currently being 
considered in other industries. 

5. Summary 

Current arrangements for pricing water for power generation are ,becoming 
increasingly out .of step with developments taking place in the larger m:arkets 
of which they are a pa1;·t of. An approach to <prici11g water for ·hy:<Iro~electr:ic 
g~nera:tion has been proposed which has as its objective that water be u$ed 
where its economic va.l11e is gt.eatest, ;111d that investment in capital works,. 
operation and maintenance be carried o\lt in a cost-effective manne.r. 



Under the two .. tier approach developed here, it is proposed that: 

• A fully distributed cost based pricing Sy$tem be established in which aU 
econmnic costs of operation are recovered from those benefiting from the use 
of the resource. To do this it is suggested that costs which are directly 
attributable to a US"l1r be funded by that user; and that the Relative Output 
approach, based on access to water entitlements in volumetric terms, be 
used to allocate joint costs by way of a fixed access charge. 

• That trade (on·sale of water rights) be allowed at n1arket based prices, 
irrespective of the cost .. based pricing regime. Consuroptive use of water will 
be priced within a mru·ket for tradeable water entitlements. Charges for the 
non·consumptive usc of water will be negotiated by generators and owners 
of the water entitlements. Charges will need to be consistent with what 
would he expected to come from a competitive market. 

Reforms in water and electricity open up new opportunities in which to 
optimise use of scarce resources. Tradeable water rights will lead to increased 
allocat,ive efficiency whereby water is used where its value is greatest, and cost 
reflective pricing will provide better signals in which to base investment 
decisions. The development of a National Electricity ~1arket will likewise lead 
to more efficient use of existing infrastructure and inputs, and provide market 
based incentives in which to base future investment decisions. It is hoped that 
the proposed framework offered here will provide the basis for efficient 
resource allocation across these two vital sectors of the Australian economy. 
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